Chevy express 2002

Introduced for the model year, a single generation of the model line has been produced since ,
serving as one of the longest-produced automotive designs in American automotive history. In
line with their predecessors, the Express and Savana have been sold as both passenger and
cargo vans. A cutaway van chassis is marketed for a wide range of commercial-grade
applications, including ambulances, buses, and small trucks. Since , production of the model
line has also been sourced from Navistar International through its Springfield, Ohio assembly
plant. In a major functional change, the front axle was moved forward 10 inches, effectively
moving the front wheels out of the passenger compartment; along with improving front
legroom, the design allowed a reduction in step-in height improving access. For , few minor
functional changes were made to the model line. In a more noticeable update, Chevrolet retired
the Chevrolet Van nameplate entirely, with the cargo van renamed the Express Cargo Van. For ,
the Express underwent a mid-cycle revision. Alongside substantial frame and chassis
upgrades, the bodywork forward of the windshield was revised. Since its model revision, the
Express has seen incremental updates to the model line. For , the Express passenger van
received side-curtain airbags and standard stability control introduced for series vans for [8] ;
the steering wheel was also redesigned. Entering its 25th year of production for the model year,
the Chevrolet Express matched the third-generation G-series Chevrolet Van in model longevity.
At its launch, the Chevrolet Express was introduced with five engines. All engines were paired
with a 4-speed overdrive automatic, carried over from the Chevrolet Van; series vehicles used a
4L60E transmission while and series vehicles used a heavier-duty 4L80E unit. For , the Vortec
was replaced by the longer-stroke Vortec at cubic inches, this is the largest-displacement
engine ever factory-marketed by Chevrolet ; the engine was offered for the Express through For
, the engine lineup underwent a series of revisions, retaining only the 4. For , a diesel engine
offering returned, adopting a detuned version of the 6. For , 5. For , and series vans used the six
speed 6L90 transmission. Coinciding with the discontinuation of the series, the Vortec V6 the
final engine derived from the original Chevrolet small-block V8 was discontinued in After , the 6.
For , an "EcoTec3" 4. For , the 6. The series either has a 3. The and series van will have a 3. To
aid in rear cargo loading, the rear doors are hinged to open nearly degrees, allowing the vehicle
to back up to a loading dock. The cargo van is offered as a two-passenger vehicle with an
optional passenger seat delete ; the passenger van is offered as a 5, 8, 12, or passenger vehicle
the latter, only with the extended inch wheelbase. For its launch, Chevrolet used the Chevrolet
Express model name for full-size passenger vans, with Chevrolet Van returning for cargo vans
renamed Express Cargo Van for [4]. The Express passenger van was introduced with two trim
lines: an unnamed base trim geared largely towards fleet sales replacing the Sportvan and the
upgraded LS, replacing the Beauville. In line with the previous Chevrolet Van, the Express uses
"G" as its internal model designator "H" was used for all-wheel drive vans during their
production. As of current production, the Savana is outsold by the Express approximately
three-to-one. Alongside a two-door configuration, the GMT vehicles were offered as a four-door
crew cab. After , General Motors ended medium-duty truck production, leading to the
discontinuation of the GMT chassis. Produced primarily for commercial use, cutaway-cab
chassis are incomplete vehicles a chassis produced with no bodywork aft of the front seats
intended for completion by a second-party manufacturer. The additional bodywork is developed
specifically for the chassis and can suit a wide range of potential applications. Best known for
ambulances, buses shuttle buses and school buses , and recreational vehicles RVs , cutaway
chassis are also fitted with delivery truck bodies or utility bodies increasing their storage space
over a standard cargo van. Offered through both the Chevrolet Express and GMC Savana, the
cutaway chassis is offered on the series in both dual rear-wheel and single-rear wheel
configurations the latter, trading lower GVWR for increased maneuverability. Chevrolet used the
Express nameplate for the first time on a concept car designed for future limited-access
highways. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the full-size van. For the
concept car, see Chevrolet Express concept car. Motor vehicle. SWB: Main article: Chevrolet
Express concept car. Chevy Car USA. July 16, Retrieved January 2, May 25, Retrieved January
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Express: Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Express. Subcompact crossover
SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV. Full-size crossover SUV.
Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5
Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size
pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Full-size crossover. S Jimmy. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. Choices when it
comes to full-size vans are easy to make. If the Express offers the package you need in a
full-size van, then buy it. Chevy's brawny Express van comes equipped with a cavernous
interior and a variety of powerful engines, like most full-size vans. But with the Express' modern
design and body-on-frame construction, Chevrolet is stealing some of Ford's thunder in this
narrow but lucrative market. Because most full-size vans are bought for conversion into rolling
motel rooms, engineers put the Chevy Express on a full-frame platform for improved stability.
Regular-length models carry cubic feet of cargo, and extended-length vans can haul cubic feet
of stuff. Trick rear doors open degrees to make loading and unloading easier. Gs can tow up to
10, pounds when properly equipped. For convenience, the full-size spare is stored underneath
the cargo floor. A gallon fuel tank keeps this thirsty vehicle from frequent fill-ups, but topping
off an empty tank will quickly empty your wallet. Other powerplants include the V6, and gas V8s,
and a 6. ABS brakes are standard on all models. Exterior styling is an interesting mix of
corporate Chevrolet, Astro Van and old Lumina minivan. We'll admit the high, rear
pillar-mounted taillights are odd looking, but at least they're functional. They can be seen easily
even if the van is operated with the rear doors open. Low-mounted bumpers and moldings make
the Chevy Express look much taller than it is. An attractively sculpted body side gives the van's
smooth, slab-sided flanks a dose of character, as does the quad-lamp grille arrangement.
Overall, Chevrolet's latest rendition of the traditional full-size van appears to be right on target,
giving Ford's Econoline its only real competition. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Express Cargo Van.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Cheap interior materials, bouncy ride. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Find savings on the Express Cargo for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
For , Express Cargo gets only minor upgrades like a more efficient starter, stronger steering
gear housing and Low Emission Vehicle compliance for models equipped with either the V8 or
6. Read more. Write a review See all 9 reviews. Flower Van used on funerals. We use an Express
van at our funeral home. It's overall a good work van, easy to drive especially on long trips. I'd
actually take the Chevy Express over our old flower van 97 Ford E any day. We purchased our
van for our antique furniture business. We have had nothing but great luck from this van. No
mechanical failures or cosmetic issues to date. This has been one of the best vehicles we have
ever owned. Everyday it is outside waiting for work and never fails to deliver. We have the small
v8 and it has plenty of power but we do not tow anything. Long distance comfort in unmatched
but sadly this van is around town only now. We purchased a Dodge Sprinter because of the roof
height. It is a more useful vehicle for our needs but the Chevy never fails. I highly recommed
unless you need the high roof. Read less. I run a currier business with several vans. Not
depnedable at all. GM is no help. Have spent a bundle in repairs and towing. Looking on the web
seems these are standard problems for the express van. Very little help out there, but plenty of
suggestions. Gone to the junk yard with only miles on it. This van has saved my life so many
times. Dependable, lots of power, good on gas, never let me down. Write a review. Sponsored
cars related to the Express Cargo. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been
in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid

expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

